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They had to joke not to crash under the load of sobs. They had 
feelings to hurt. A laugh hit, hit, hit, until tender. 

 - Ab Ha

Real Heart deals with coping, relief, and how we are not shockproof: 
Kakon’s falsely industrial trays for the transport of flowers, spotlit 
containers for things that’d be pretty were they not overly typical and 
gone anyway; Knudsen’s paintings of abstract impressionistic flavor, 
hints of grief over past life struggles; Darboven’s scribbles, which Bruce 
Hainley considered a working-through traumatic events. (Her coffee 
magnate father fueled the Nazis with caffeine during WWII, leaving his 
daughter with failed redemption). These works look brighter than their 
core, a real heart evoking solace, tasting agrodolce to say the least.
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